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Several approaches to the book of Revelation are popular
today. Some Christians read the Apocalypse with a newspaper
in hand, plotting the connections and building theories of the end
times. Others approach John’s vision with a heart of skepticism,
believing it constitutes nothing more than a science fiction short
story. Others avoid the book altogether, too confused by the symbols
John used or too frightened by his imagery. But when we put down
the newspaper, temper our skepticism, or overcome our fears, we
find here the beautiful culmination of the story of salvation that
began in Genesis.

This climactic “rest of the story” is told with amazing—and
bewildering—color and imagery, but a single theme breaks through
to give clarity and peace: Jesus, the Lamb of God, overcomes evil
and welcomes His children into His kingdom. 

Jesus wins! 
He defeats the Devil and his army to set the world back in

order. In each of these studies, we will follow this theme, this
Lamb, and trace the story of the salvation of humankind. 

You might wonder why such a mysterious book was chosen
to close the canon of Scripture and proclaim God’s ultimate
victory. Here are three discoveries you will make that will
greatly enhance your understanding and love for this prophetic
book.

INTRODUCTION
Jesus Wins!



REVELATION LOOKS BACK AS MUCH AS FORWARD
If, while reading Revelation, you discover that some of its refer-

ences are strangely familiar, don’t be alarmed. Revelation contains
more than three hundred allusions to the Old Testament. Many were
meant to clue us in to the fact that the events described are the ful-
fillment of past prophecies. In the very first study, Jesus described
himself as the Alpha and the Omega. With this phrase Jesus con-
nects the dots of human history. He stood at the very beginning of
time, He is now, and He will be in the future. 

JESUS IS THE CONQUERING LAMB
While the opening visions of Jesus with blazing eyes and

bronze feet are startling, the most powerful image is of Jesus as
the slain lamb. This picture poetically brings together two seem-
ing opposites: power and humility. Jesus isn’t a brash dictator
who takes His victory by force; instead He displays His force
through sacrifice and deep love. 

JESUS IS COMING AGAIN
Revelation issues a strong appeal for the church of Jesus

Christ to be ready for Christ’s return. While it is true that He will
return, it is also true that the Holy Spirit is now present, working
in our midst. The Spirit enlivens the church to do the work Jesus
has called us to. Ours is not a distant god. He is here now, and
He is coming again.

Conflicting ideas and controversial theories about the events
surrounding the end of time have caused many readers to flee
from the Revelation in glassy-eyed confusion. That need not be!
Through this rich, mysterious writing, we gain confidence of
what is (the gospel that we now proclaim) and what will be (the
glorious return of our Lord and Christ). Here is the only book of
the Bible that comes with a blessing for those who read it.

Dig in, and discover this blessing for yourself!
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People love to argue about meaningless details. That was true
of the Pharisees and Sadducees, who peppered Jesus with trick
questions. It was true of early Christians, whom Paul warned to
avoid “godless myths and old wives’ tales” (1 Tim. 4:7). And it
is often true of believers today. 

This study will help you get past relatively unimportant details,
such as the exact date and time of Christ’s return, and focus on the
big picture—God’s ultimate plan to redeem humankind. Jesus is
the central figure in this plan, and the awesome description of Him
in these verses reassures all believers that He already won the
ultimate victory.

COMMENTARY
Revelation is intriguing, yet perplexing. Written in the form

of an epistle, it was intended for a specific audience, addressing
specific concerns and needs. Many people avoid reading it due
to the generous use of symbols and metaphors. However, it is
the only book of the Bible accompanied by a promise of blessing
for its readers.

Revelation is best described as “apocalyptic literature.” (The
word apocalypse means “revelation” or “unveiling.”) This style
of writing was popular from 200 B.C. to A.D. 100. The writer
often took the reader on a journey outside reality to deal with
issues too personal and tender to deal with directly. The writer

THE GLORY OF THE ETERNAL CHRIST
Revelation 1:1–3, 9–20

God has a plan for the future, and He is ready to reveal it.

1



unveiled difficult truths for the reader, assigning commonly
known characters, places, and events to symbolic or imaginary
creatures and places. In doing so, the writer recorded events from
the perspective of the hidden reality not seen in the history written
by the rich and powerful.

Revelation is prophetic. The apocalyptic writers wrote in the
tradition of the prophets. They borrowed from the prophets, but
they held to a view that favored a more dramatic end of the
world. Where the prophets predicted judgment, the apocalyptic
writers dramatized it. They used graphic language and frightening
creatures and symbols to foretell what was to come. 

Revelation conveys the ongoing battle between good and evil.
Apocalyptic writers incorporated angels and demons as impor-
tant characters in the drama, with angels often serving as tour
guides and interpreters. The attitude of the apocalyptic writers
was generally pessimistic.

The book of Revelation is generally interpreted through one
of four viewpoints: the futurist view, the historicist view, the ide-
alist view, and the preterist view. All four divide the book between
the third and fourth chapters as differentiating between what is
and what is to come. The futurist view is the most well-known
position. This position asserts that the events depicted after chap-
ter 3 are yet to be fulfilled. The historicist approach views the
events of Revelation as an overarching course of history from
the time of the apostles to the end of the world. Fulfillment has
been going on for two thousand years and continues now. This
view is the historic Protestant interpretation. The idealist position
interprets the book as a great drama displaying transcendent spir-
itual realities, such as the many conflicts between good and evil,
rather than identifying specific fulfillments of the events, visions,
and symbols. The preterist perspective places fulfillment soon
after it was written, in the first century—in ancient history from
our vantage point, but still future to the author. Some preterists
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believe the final chapters depict the coming of Christ, while others
believe the entire book is complete in fulfillment.

The Book Introduced by John (Rev. 1:1–3)
The opening sentence states the book’s purpose and produces

controversy as to its exact meaning: Does the phrase the revela-
tion from Jesus Christ (v. 1) denote Jesus as the revealer or the
revealed? Either interpretation is supported by the language. The
stated purpose of the book is to show his servants what must
soon take place (v. 1). Ultimately, Jesus is both the revealer and
the revealed. What must take place involves a revelation of Jesus.
The events described in Revelation cannot be separated from
Jesus. He actively accompanies the action, often instituting it.
The message and events give us a greater understanding of Jesus,
and a glimpse into His majesty, glory, and authority.

WORDS FROM WESLEY

Revelation 1:1

It is a great thing to be a servant of Jesus Christ. This book is ded-
icated particularly to the servants of Christ in the seven churches in
Asia: but not exclusive of all His other servants, in all nations and ages.
It is one single revelation, and yet sufficient for them all, from the time
it was written to the end of the world. Serve thou the Lord Jesus Christ
in truth. So shalt thou learn His secret in this book. Yea, and thou shalt
feel in thy heart, whether this book be divine or not. The things which
must shortly come to pass—The things contained in this prophecy did
begin to be accomplished shortly after it was given; and the whole
might be said to come to pass shortly, in the same sense as St. Peter
says the end of all things is at hand; and our Lord himself, Behold, I
come quickly. There is in this book a rich treasure of all the doctrines
pertaining to faith and holiness. But these are also delivered in other
parts of holy writ; so that the revelation need not to have been given
for the sake of these. The peculiar design of this is, to show the things
which must come to pass. And this we are especially to have before
our eyes, whenever we read or hear it. (ENNT)

9
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The message came to John by means of an angel. John, an
eyewitness of the life of Jesus, was now a witness of all the angel
showed him, containing both the word of God and the testi-
mony of Jesus (v. 2). Both are ways of describing the gospel.

Again, this is the only biblical book accompanied by the
promise of a blessing, the first of seven beatitudes found in Rev-
elation. This blessing is twofold, involving both the reader and
the one who hears and obeys it. Because the book of Revelation
was originally a letter, not every individual could read it for him-
or herself. Hence the differentiation between the reader, who
would read the letter in the public assembly, and those who
would hear the reading. The blessing further extends to those
who would read, hear, and obey these words down through his-
tory. The fact that an admonition to obedience accompanies the
blessing indicates moral instruction as well as prediction. This
response is required because the time is near (v. 3), indicating
an urgency to reading, hearing, and responding to the message.

WORDS FROM WESLEY

Revelation 1:3

Happy is he that readeth, and they that hear the words of this
prophecy—Some have miserably handled this book. Hence others are
afraid to touch it. And while they desire to know all things else, reject
only the knowledge of those which God hath shown. They inquire
after any thing rather than this; as if it were written, happy is he that
doth not read this prophecy. Nay, but happy is he that readeth, and
they that hear and keep the words thereof: especially at this time, when
so considerable a part of them is on the point of being fulfilled. . . .
Our Lord foretold many things before His passion; but not all things:
for it was not yet seasonable. Many things, likewise, His Spirit foretold
in the writings of the apostles, so far as the necessities of those times
required; now He comprises them all in one short book: therein pre-
supposing all the other prophecies, and, at the same time, explaining,
continuing, and perfecting them in one thread. (ENNT)
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The Son of Man Described by John (Rev. 1:9–16)
Immediately following a greeting and doxology directed to

the recipients, John launched into his first vision. He began by
establishing the context, indentifying with his readers as brother
and companion (v. 9). The term brotherwas common for those
in the faith, denoting the familial relationship through Christ.
The term companion brings to mind the relationship of fellow
travelers on this journey of faith, enduring common hardships.
Their brotherhood and companionship was tied by suffering and
kingdom and patient endurance (v. 9).
Suffering refers to the consequences of living as a believer

in Jesus. Regardless of the date for the writing of Revelation,
A.D. 67 or 95, intense persecution was upon the church. Chris-
tians were being imprisoned or put to death—many in the coli-
seum as part of Rome’s public entertainment.
Kingdom refers to the already-established reign of Jesus

through His atoning work. This includes the messianic blessedness
promised to those who follow Him. John reminded his readers
of Jesus’ promise that they would be blessed because of their
persecution. Additionally, he called them to a life of hope, looking
to the future when Jesus would return.
Patient endurance refers to the attitude John called his read-

ers to reflect. All through Revelation he assured them that this
present suffering was only for a while and offered hope that
those who endured would receive a great reward.

John began writing Revelation on the island of Patmos (v. 9)
on the Lord’s Day (v. 10). Church tradition has established that
John was exiled there by the Roman government, which often
banished those they perceived as a threat to the order and good-
will of the empire. The Lord’s Day is generally accepted as the
first day of the week, which had become the day of celebration
and worship for the Christian church.
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In the tradition of Ezekiel and Isaiah, John received his call
to ministry accompanied by a vision of Jesus. He wrote, I heard
behind me a loud voice like a trumpet (v. 10). The voice
instructed him: “Write on a scroll what you see and send it to
the seven churches: to Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thy-
atira, Sardis, Philadelphia and Laodicea” (v. 11). These
churches were likely chosen because they probably comprised
the major postal centers of Asia. The number seven has signifi-
cance, indicating completeness, which may translate to the mes-
sage being for all churches of all time, not just seven historical
churches of Asia.

John then arrived at the actual vision: I turned around to see
the voice that was speaking to me (v. 12). We rarely think of
seeing a voice. This sentence makes us think that the voice was
so awesome John expected it to be part of a great scene. Like a
mighty waterfall, the sound elicits the expectation of a grand
visual display. John was greeted with just such a scene. And
when I turned I saw seven golden lampstands (v. 12). John
turned to see the voice, but the first thing he saw was the lamp-
stands. These stands each held an oil lamp on top. We are not
given any indication as to their arrangement, but among the
lampstands was someone “like a son of man” (v. 13). Again,
details are left to our imagination; John did not specify how the

WORDS FROM WESLEY

Revelation 1:9

This book peculiarly belongs to those who are under the cross.
It was given to a banished man: and men in affliction understand
and relish it most. Accordingly it was little esteemed by the Asiatic
church, after the time of Constantine; but highly valued by all the
African churches, as it has been since by all the persecuted children
of God. (ENNT)
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person was among the lampstands. His presence was significant,
however, as we will see later.

By using the term son of man, John guided his audience
toward thinking of a passage common to them, Daniel 7. His use
of the phrase was no accident; undoubtedly he hoped to stimulate
his audience to reflect on the similarities. This term was the most
common description used by Jesus for himself. In this phrase,
John brilliantly introduced Jesus as the character he envisioned
and established Jesus’ divinity by linking the vision to the Daniel
passage.

The one “like a son of man”was dressed in a robe reaching
down to his feet (Rev. 1:13). This indicates a priestly robe,
establishing one of the roles of Jesus. A further role—that of
king—is defined by the description of a golden sash around his
chest (v. 13). The description of His head and hair match those
given in Daniel. However, in Daniel the blazing fire projects
from His throne, and in Revelation his eyes were like blazing
fire (1:14). Below His robe could be seen His feet like bronze
glowing in a furnace (v. 15). The voice that originally captured
John’s attention is again described as the sound of rushing
waters (v. 15), bringing to mind a great waterfall thundering
over the rocks.

The number seven surfaces again as John described the stars
held in Jesus’ right hand. The word of God is portrayed as a
sharp double-edged sword (v. 16) coming out of His mouth.
His face was like the sun shining in all its brilliance (v. 16).
There is no doubt that this image took John back to a moment
on the top of a mountain where he had seen Jesus in all His glory. 

Instructions Recorded by John (Rev. 1:17–20)
John responded to this vision in a manner typical to the

human encountering the divine. He fell at his feet as though
dead (v. 17). Jesus reached out His hand to assure John that all
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was well. If any doubt was left regarding His identity, it was now
removed with the words that followed. Jesus described himself
with phrases unique to His character and affirming of His divin-
ity. This assurance was followed by instructions reiterating the
purpose stated in verse 1.

Jesus gave John an explanation of the stars in His hand and
the lampstands surrounding Him. Jesus amid the churches, rep-
resented by the lampstands, is an assuring and appropriate picture.
It is in the gathered church that the presence of Jesus is found.

As John launched into this great work of the Revelation of
Jesus Christ, it is appropriate that he would begin with a picture
of Jesus. He established the presence of Jesus in His church and
in His specific churches. He established the divinity of Jesus
and His role as prophet, priest, and king. Those first hearing this
message during intense persecution would receive tremendous
hope that they had not been forgotten by Jesus. Though He
ascended, He is still present with them. We also rejoice in this
great promise.

WORDS FROM WESLEY

Revelation 1:17

And I fell at his feet as dead—Human nature not being able to
sustain so glorious an appearance. Thus was he prepared (like Daniel
of old whom he particularly resembles) for receiving so weighty a
prophecy. A great sinking of nature usually precedes a large com-
munication of heavenly things. St. John, before our Lord suffered,
was so intimate with Him, as to lean on His breast, to lie in His
bosom. Yet now, near seventy years after, the aged apostle is by one
glance struck to the ground. What a glory must this be! Ye sinners,
be afraid. Cleanse your hands. Purify your hearts. Ye saints, be hum-
ble. Prepare. Rejoice. But rejoice unto Him with reverence. An
increase of reverence towards this awful majesty can be no prejudice
to your faith. Let all petulancy, with all vain curiosity, be far away,
while you are thinking or reading of these things. (ENNT)
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DISCUSSION
Discuss why you think people are often more interested in

the events of Revelation than the revelation.
1. Why is it significant that John described the book as the “rev-

elation of Jesus Christ” rather than the revelation of things to come?
2. What things do you believe John wanted the readers to

“take to heart”?
3. How does the description of the heavenly Jesus in verses

12–15 compare to the descriptions of Jesus found in the Gospels?
4. What are your feelings toward this revelation of Jesus?
5. How does Jesus’ description of himself in verse 18 compare

to John’s in Revelation 14:5–11; 16:28; 17:1–5?
6. Although Jesus’ appearance is understandably frightening,

why would He say, “Do not be afraid”?
7. In what ways does Jesus comfort our fears about life and

death?
8. The world is fascinated with popular books and theories

about the end times. Why do you think Revelation is addressed
to the church and not to the world?

PRAYER
O Christ our Lord and King, we fall before You in total sub-

mission in the face of Your glory, majesty, and holiness. Purify
our minds and strengthen our faith, so that we will become like
You in this world.

15
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Sometimes God seems to give us exactly what we want at that
moment. At other times, He seems to ignore what we have in mind
for ourselves and give us what we truly need. As we all know,
wants and needs are two separate things. This is true for individual
believers and for congregations as well. 

Each of the churches mentioned in Revelation 3 had a 
particular need. That need was local, meaning it had to do with
the particular circumstances of believers living in that time and
place. In each case, Jesus pointed out the need in terms that may
have been surprising—even uncomfortable—to His hearers.
Like children, these congregations did not necessarily know
what was best for them until Jesus identified it. 

COMMENTARY
As mentioned in the previous study, all of the letters in Revelation

2–3 follow a similar pattern: 

• A description of the divine author.
• Comments on the present condition of each church, both

negative and positive.
• Warnings and instructions for each church.
• A promise to its faithful members.
• A closing invitation to hear what the Spirit has spoken.

WHAT DOES YOUR CHURCH NEED?
Revelation 3:1–22

Christ will speak to churches that are willing to listen.

3



Jesus’ Letter to Sardis (Rev. 3:1–6)
The letter to Sardis opens by describing Jesus as the one who

holds the seven spirits of God and the seven stars (v. 1). The
first phrase appears in 1:4 and may refer to Isaiah 11:2 (that men-
tions seven spheres of the Holy Spirit’s ministry). The second
phrase refers to the seven churches to whom Jesus, through John,
was writing. Each of these, including Sardis, belongs to God and
is figuratively held in His hand.

Jesus offered several comments on the present state of the church
at Sardis. I know your deeds; you have a reputation of being
alive, but you are dead (Rev. 3:1). I have not found your
deeds complete in the sight of my God (v. 2). Yet you have a
few people in Sardis who have not soiled their clothes (v. 4).
Jesus saw little in this church to criticize, for this church had not
fallen into overwhelming sin or heresy (as others among the six
churches had). But neither was there much to praise. The church
at Sardis contained no life. Perhaps its people lacked energy to
move either backward or forward. Lethargy may have kept them
on the right path, but they seemed stuck. The church was not
growing; its few people muddled along harmlessly.

What would Jesus say to such a church? Wake up! (v. 2). If
the church in Sardis became more lively, what would it look
like? Stronger. A healthier memory. Obedient. Repentant. These
words present a picture of church health.
Remember . . . what you have received and heard (v. 3).

The Christians of Sardis had heard of Jesus, the Life, the One
who had conquered death (both the death of individuals and the
sad state of churches that were barely surviving). These people
had not only heard the message of Jesus, but the risen Lord had
come to live in their community. Jesus asked if the church was
slipping toward death by forgetting its source of life.

27
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Strengthen what remains and is about to die (v. 2). Could
the Sardis church renew itself? No, but it could do its part to
reestablish connection with the source of life and strength.
Repent (v. 3). The Christians at Sardis needed to recognize

that God remained as faithful as ever; if their close relationship
with God had dwindled, God had not moved away. Jesus offered
these believers a chance to return to Him, to offer Him the same
loyalty they did when He first rescued them (from either legalism
or paganism).
Obey (v. 3). Jesus wanted to give the Christians at Sardis the

strength they needed to move forward, to walk with Him in 
obedience that would bring ongoing transformation to them and
their community.

If the church in Sardis refused these instructions, if they con-
tinued toward the sleep of spiritual death, Jesus would appear
among them (v. 4), and not to pass out awards. Did Jesus here
refer to His second coming, to be seen by all the world? Probably
not. As Christians today pray for the Spirit of Christ to appear
among them in blessing, so Christ can arrive at churches with
judgment, to close the doors of churches that are moving toward
death by merely going through the motions.

For those in Sardis who actively sought to live for Jesus, what
promises did He offer? They will walk with me, dressed in white,
for they are worthy. He who overcomes will, like them, be
dressed in white. I will never blot out his name from the book

WORDS FROM WESLEY

Revelation 3:3

Remember how—Humbly, zealously, seriously, thou didst receive
the grace of God once, and hear—His word; and hold fast—The
grace thou hast received; and repent—According to the word thou
hast heard. (ENNT)
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of life, but will acknowledge his name before my Father and
his angels (vv. 4–5). In contrast to dying people who anticipate
nothing but being buried in a hole, those who are truly alive can
walk with Jesus. Twenty-first-century Christians use this phrase
so often we forget its meaning. Walking involves movement,
progress. 

Not only did Jesus contrast the positions of those who are
awake and asleep, moving and comatose, but He pointed out a
difference in their clothing. Ancient Christians (and many modern
believers) wore white robes at the time of their baptism. This
color represents spiritual and moral purity God restored to them.
Had the Christians of Sardis moved into gross sin that had soiled
their clothes (v. 4)? Not that Jesus mentioned. But neither had
they maintained a vital relationship with Jesus that would have
kept their garments clean. To those who did walk with Christ,
He promised ongoing cleanliness, in this life and the next. 

This passage includes John’s first mention of the Book of Life.
(See also 13:8; 17:8; 20:12, 15; 21:27.) The Bible’s first reference
to a divine record book came in a conversation Moses had with
the Father at the base of Mount Sinai (Ex. 32:32–33). The inclusion
or exclusion of an individual’s name from God’s book indicates
the existence of his or her living relationship with God. Jesus
promises the church He will acknowledge the names of the faith-
ful before His Father (Rev. 3:5). This promise parallels words
Matthew recorded (Matt. 10:32–33). 

Jesus’ Letter to Philadelphia (Rev. 3:7–13)
To this church, Jesus introduced himself as the One who is holy

and true, who holds the key of David (v. 7). (These introductory
words are likely interchangeable. That is, in the seven letters, Jesus
gave seven descriptions of himself, but may not have had special
reason for tying any introduction to the content of each letter.)
Holiness implies both God’s purity and His transcendence. When
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you hear Jesus portray himself as true, hear Him saying not so
much that He speaks the truth (although that is an accurate state-
ment), but that He is faithful, like a true friend. The key of David?
Jesus presented himself as the fulfillment of Old Testament 
messianic prophecies, the One whom King David foreshadowed.
But Jesus was not only King of the Jews, for He rules the universe.
With His power, represented by a key, He rules over all, and can
overrule anyone or anything that stands in His way.

What did Christ know of this church’s circumstances? I know
that you have little strength, yet you have kept my word and
have not denied my name (v. 8). God relishes His ability to use
unexpected people. David, whom Jesus had just mentioned, was
the runt of his family, yet became Israel’s greatest Old Testament
king. As God could use little David, so He could use even a weak
church devoted to Christ’s commands, despite opposition (3:10;
compare 2 Cor. 12:9). For this church that was eager to move out
for Jesus (compare sedentary Sardis), God delighted in opening
a door of ministry.

WORDS FROM WESLEY

Revelation 3:7

The Holy One, the True One—Two great and glorious names.
He that hath the key of David—A master of a family, or a prince,
has one or more keys wherewith he can open and shut all the doors
of his house or palace. So had David a key (a token of right and
sovereignty), which was afterward adjudged to Eliakim, Isaiah
22:22. Much more has Christ the Son of David, the key of the sipir-
tual city of David, the New Jerusalem: the supreme right, power,
and authority, as in His own house. He openeth this to all that over-
come, and none shutteth—He shutteth it against all the fearful; and
none openeth—Likewise, when He openeth a door on earth for His
work or His servants, none can shut; and when He shutteth against
whatever would hurt or defile, none can open. (ENNT)
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Opposition? The synagogue of Satan (people), who claim
to be Jews though they are not, but are liars (Rev. 3:9). As
both Jesus and the apostle Paul had faced Jews who tried to
destroy them and their ministries, so Christians of Lydia
(Philadelphia was a city in Lydia) still faced this danger. Those
Jews who truly worshiped God had recognized Jesus as God’s
Son. (Compare the Berean Jews of Acts 17:11–12.) Those who
worshiped their own Jewish system could claim a position in
God’s favor, but their denial of the true God who had come
among them showed their claims to be no more than lies. The
open door of ministry Jesus gave the Philadelphian church
would include a fruitful ministry among the Jews, some of
whom would become servants of the church and its Lord (see
Rev. 3:9).

Would faithfulness among believers in Philadelphia protect
them from all pain? No, they would, with God’s help, be able
to survive, endure, even thrive during the persecution that
would arise (v. 10). Would this time of trial be one that imme-
diately preceded Jesus’ return? The opening words of verse
11—I am coming soon—would lead one to answer affirma-
tively. It might be wiser, however, for us to interpret these
words as indicating God’s people had moved into the last
times, the last times of which Christians have been a part for
two thousand years.

Instructions for the Philadelphians? Hold on (v. 11). This
church did not need to wake up, to start doing anything new. In
their weakness, however, Jesus instructed them not to give up,
but to keep depending on Him for strength for their tasks. Jesus
did not intend Hold on as a pessimistic invitation to hide from
the church’s enemies, but as a call to move out in love and
power, seeking to bring resistant ones to Jesus.

Again, Jesus followed His instructions with guarantees: No
one will be able to take your crown. . . . I will make you a pillar
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in the temple of my God. . . . I will write on you the name of
my God and His eternal city . . . and I will also write on you
my new name (vv. 11–12). Those who overcome, those who
remain faithful witnesses of Jesus, may suffer in the short run,
but nothing can separate them from the love of God in Christ
Jesus their Lord. (See Rom. 8:38–39.) 

Jesus gave much praise to the church in Philadelphia. But its
members also faced a choice. Would they remain faithful? History
shows that they did. 

Jesus’ Letter to Laodicea (Rev. 3:14–22)
In introducing himself, Jesus followed the pattern set in His

previous letter, highlighting His faithfulness and power. 
What characteristics of this church caught Jesus’ attention?

This church was not dying as Sardis was. This church was not
weak as Philadelphia was. No, this church thought it was doing
pretty well (v. 17). Perhaps the Christians in Laodicea were ener-
getically running many programs they saw as valuable. This
church may have mistaken busyness for faithfulness. Members
were doing enough to look respectable but had forgotten one
essential factor—to allow Jesus into their fellowship (v. 20).

WORDS FROM WESLEY

Revelation 3:15

I know thy works—Thy disposition and behaviour, though thou
knowest it not thyself; that thou art neither cold—An utter stranger
to the things of God, having no care or thought about them; nor hot—
As boiling water: so ought we to be penetrated and heated by the fire
of love. O that thou wert—This wish of our Lord plainly implies that
He does not work on us irresistibly, as the fire does on the water which
it heats; cold or hot—Even if thou wert cold, without any thought or
profession of religion, there would be more hope of thy recovery.
(ENNT)
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Had Christians in Laodicea been following Jesus wholeheart-
edly they would have been fine. Had members of this church
been pagan they could have become a target for Christian mis-
sion. But, living in a delusion of thinking they were serving God,
they found themselves in a no-man’s land that Jesus described
using an analogy of temperature: lukewarm (v. 16).

Although they thought they were doing just fine, Jesus
pointed out that the emperor wore no clothes. This church, in all
its supposed finery was naked (v. 17). If these metaphors
weren’t enough, Jesus threw in a few more: wretched, pitiful,
poor, and blind (v. 17).

Instructions? First, receive the help Jesus offered. Verse 18
lists spiritual solutions for three of the church’s metaphorical
spiritual problems. In place of poverty, Jesus offered gold. For
nakedness, white clothes. For blindness, salve. Second, accept
the rebuke and discipline Jesus gave. Third, in response to the
rebuke, take concrete steps the metaphors picture: earnestly
repent (v. 19). 

WORDS FROM WESLEY

Revelation 3:18

I counsel thee—Who art poor, and blind, and naked, to buy of
me—Without money or price, gold purified in the fire—True living
faith, which is purified in the furnace of affliction; and white raiment—
True holiness, and eye-salve—Spiritual illumination; the unction of
the Holy One, which teacheth all things. (ENNT)
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John called the Christians in Philadelphia to recognize Jesus
as the faithful and true witness (v. 14). If they did, they would
trust Him. In place of seeking their own will, John called them
to submit to Him who is ruler of God’s creation (v. 14). Offer-
ing yet another analogical picture, Jesus asked them to open the
door of their church to let Him in. (Catch the irony that He who
holds the “key of David,” who can open doors “no one can shut”
[v. 7], stands patiently outside this door, waiting to be invited to
enter.)

Promises? The church that welcomes Jesus will see Jesus
become an active participant in its fellowship and ministry (v. 20).
Those people who actively follow Jesus will become active
participants in the fellowship of the Father and Son (v. 21).

The response from the believers in Philadelphia? Verse 22
leaves us uncertain as to their action but communicates that Jesus
gave even the lukewarm church a chance to heat up.

WORDS FROM WESLEY

Revelation 3:20

I stand at the door and knock—Even at this instant; while he is
speaking this word; If any man open—Willingly receive Me: I will
sup with him—Refreshing him with My graces and gifts, and
delighting myself in what I have given; and he with we—In life
everlasting. (ENNT)
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DISCUSSION
Reflect on how active you sense Jesus is in your church.
1. How would you describe the church in Sardis? What are

the similarities to churches today?
2. The “thief in the night” symbol is used in Matthew 24:36–44.

What is the application for today?
3. The church in Philadelphia is described as having “little

strength” (Rev. 3:8). What does a church with little strength look
like?

4. The church in Laodicea is infamous as the “lukewarm”
church? What does a lukewarm church look like?

5. The church in Laodicea also put its trust in its wealth, rather
than the riches of Christ? Have you seen modern-day churches
fall into that trap? How? 

6. Jesus expressed “tough love” to the Laodicea church, yet
churches today are often reluctant to exercise discipline within
themselves. Why do you think that is? 

7. What are ways today that the church can be “wretched, pitiful,
poor, blind and naked” (v. 17)?

8. How would you apply the remedy that Jesus names to the
modern-day church? 

9. We often use verse 20 as an evangelistic verse, but it’s
addressed to an established church. How does this change the
concept of Jesus coming in and fellowshipping?

PRAYER
Dear God our Father, rescue us from coasting and cooling

and even death. Send preachers and prophets to prod and correct
us so that we may be faithful and useful to You, not living on the
reputation of our past.
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Our world has witnessed many natural catastrophes in recent
years. Earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes, and tsunamis have
devastated portions of the landscape. Terrorist activity has wreaked
havoc in many places. Yet all of these events combined do not
equal the devastation that is coming. In this study, the four horsemen
of the Apocalypse begin the destruction that potentially affects
25 percent of humankind. How shall we respond? Do we have
any hope?

One tendency is to withdraw into fear or isolation in response
to the swirling events of the end times—and the seemingly random
events of the present moment. These events are too grand, too
powerful, and too overwhelming for us to alter. Many people
feel a sense of helplessness about the future. Yet there is hope
for those who are in Christ. Our hope is found in the Lamb—in
His sacrifice that paid for our sins.

While the events described in Revelation may seem scary,
properly understanding passages like the one at hand will produce
just the opposite effect. They give us a sense of comfort because
of the justice, power, and righteousness of God’s judgment. 

COMMENTARY
Revelation 4 and 5 set the context for chapter 6. Chapter 4

described John’s vision of heaven’s throne, the One who sat upon
that throne, and the worshiping creatures (4:6–9) and elders (on

THE BEGINNING OF THE END
Revelation 6:1–17

No one will escape God’s justice.

5



their own secondary thrones; 4:4, 10) around the throne. Chapter
5 opens with a description of the One (Jesus Christ as Lord) sitting
on the throne: He held “a scroll with writing on both sides and
sealed with seven seals” (5:1). (In ancient times, seals were wax
marks that kept unauthorized people from opening documents.)

In the midst of this regal group, a “mighty angel” (5:2) asked
the identity of the authorized scroll-opener. After a period of John
feeling overwhelming despair at not being able to answer that
question, one of the creatures around the throne announced that
the Lamb (the Lord and the Lamb were both the same—the glo-
rified Jesus Christ) on the throne, the One holding the scroll, had
earned the right to open the seals. That problem resolved, the
group around the throne returned to singing their worship.

Within this extended picture, we, looking over John’s shoulder,
see the One who controls all events, including the scenes about
to be portrayed by the opened seals.

The first four seals disclose four horses and their riders. Zechariah
saw and described a similar picture (Zech. 6:1–8). In Zechariah’s
vision, the four horsemen represented God’s judgment on Babylon,
Egypt, and other nations that had oppressed God’s people. This rep-
etition of an ancient picture of judgment strongly hints that John’s
vision of four horses and riders (as well as the disasters portrayed in
seals five and six) may also speak of God’s judgment. The horsemen
and their mounts may picture God’s wrath to be poured out on evil
forces in the end times yet to come. More likely, these riders represent
forces God was allowing to ravage the earth even during John’s life-
time, has allowed ever since the time of Jesus, and that earth’s people
will continue to experience until the end of time.

The Opening of the First Seal (Rev. 6:1–2)
As the first seal was broken, the invitation of the first creature

brought forth from the scroll onto the stage of history a white horse
(v. 2). What does this figure represent?
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Revelation 19:11–12 offers a similar picture of a white horse
and its rider. Since the white horse in chapter 19 is ridden by the
Lord Jesus, many commentators assume these two pictures are
identical, that the rider of the first seal is the Lord. This inter-
pretation, however, does not fit this chapter’s repeated pattern
of destruction. 

More likely, the first seal’s white horse and rider represent
military battle and conquest. (Roman generals celebrated victory
by riding a white horse or a chariot pulled by several white
horses in a triumphant parade.) The bow (6:2) carried by the
rider arising from the first seal would add further weight to the
idea that this first seal represents the lust for power and conquest
visible in all wars of history. 

The Opening of the Second Seal (Rev. 6:3–4)
Opening the second seal revealed a fiery red (v. 4) horse and

its rider. If the white horse reflects the spirit behind human wars,
this horse symbolizes the wars themselves. The white animal

WORDS FROM WESLEY

Revelation 6:1

Before we proceed, it may be observed, 1. No man should con-
strain either himself or another, to explain every thing in this book. It
is sufficient for every one to speak, just so far as he understands. 
2. We should remember that although the ancient prophets wrote the
occurrences of those kingdoms only with which Israel had to do, yet
the Revelation contains what relates to the whole world through which
the Christian church is extended. Yet, 3. We should not prescribe to
this prophecy, as if it must needs admit or exclude this or that history,
according as we judge one or the other, to be of great or small impor-
tance, God seeth not as man seeth. Therefore what we think great is
often omitted, what we think little, inserted, in Scripture history or
prophecy, 4. We must take care not to overlook what is already ful-
filled; and not to describe as fulfilled what is still to come. (ENNT)
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represents kings and counselors who plot for increased power as
a result of war. The red portrays the blood that was shed by foot
soldiers fighting the battles, as well as all the non-combatant
civilians who suffer directly and indirectly through fierce battles. 

Some Bible interpreters feel Jesus’ prophecy of “wars and
rumors of wars” (Mark 13:7) indicates that the number and
severity of wars will increase as the end times approach. That
may be true, but history has known few periods not plagued by
this hobby of the powerful. 

Historians call the centuries surrounding John’s writing the
Pax Romana, noting a period of Roman-dominated peace. But
even during this time of relative tranquility, rebellions against
Rome involved the deaths of hundreds of thousands. John’s con-
temporaries saw the red horse frequently enough.

The Opening of the Third Seal (Rev. 6:5–6)
John’s vision of the dreadful rainbow of horse colors contin-

ues with a black horse (v. 5). The inflated market prices of verse
6 clearly show this beast representing famine. A quart of wheat
(v. 6) might feed one person. But if a man needs to work all day
to earn enough to feed himself, how will he feed his family, not
to mention provide for their other needs? This man might be able
to buy barley at a better price, but even enough barley to feed
his family on a workday leaves no food for the Sabbath or earn-
ings to care for his family’s housing or clothing.

The rider of the black horse carries a pair of scales (v. 5).
The scales would involve two trays linked on a balance beam.
The scales might relate to this passage’s picture of measuring
grain to be purchased as food, or perhaps the death angel weigh-
ing out how many people would perish in the black-horse
famine. The final words about oil and wine (v. 6) indicate limits
God placed on famine. Olive trees (producing olive oil) and
grape vines, with deeper roots, might survive a short drought.
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(See, for comparison, Gen. 43:11, where Jacob, even in the midst
of famine, could send fruit to the Egyptian leaders.)

The black-horse famine, painful as it might be, would not
destroy the human race, but offer a harsh reminder, at least for
the poor, of God’s sovereignty. The wealthy might have wine
and oil, but what would the lower classes eat?

The Opening of the Fourth Seal (Rev. 6:7–8)
John next saw a pale horse (v. 8). The pure white horse offered

a picture of glamour. In contrast, this pale grayish animal came in
the color of death. The plagues offered in the first three seals
resulted in the demise of a huge percentage of a region’s people,
represented by the figure of one-quarter. (This fraction does not
indicate a precise proportion. Instead it demonstrates the severity
of the suffering resulting from war, famine, and other dangers
people have always faced and will continue to face until the end.)
Ezekiel 14:21 gives the same list of God’s dreadful judgments:
“sword and famine and wild beasts and plague.”

Within Jewish theology, sheol was the place of the shadowy
dead. Hades (Rev. 6:8) is the Greek equivalent of sheol. The
pale horse and his three predecessors certainly give the message
that sin brings tragic results.

WORDS FROM WESLEY

Revelation 6:8

What has been already observed may be a fourfold proof, that
the four horsemen, as with their first entrance in the reign of Trajan,
which does by no means exhaust the contents of the four first seals,
so with all their entrances in succeeding ages, and with the whole
course of the world, and of visible nature, are in all ages subject to
Christ, subsisting by His power, and serving His will, against the
wicked and in defense of the righteous. (ENNT)
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The Opening of the Fifth Seal (Rev. 6:9–11)
The suffering represented by the four horses would afflict not

only sinners. Like the two criminals on crosses beside Jesus, they
would be receiving what they had earned. But followers of Jesus,
ones made righteous through the grace of God, would in John’s
lifetime as well as throughout the course of history also suffer
grievously. Many men and women would be killed precisely
because of their loyalty to Jesus. The fifth component of John’s
vision of the seals showed him many such martyrs. Suffering for
Jesus’ sake should never surprise His disciples. Jesus predicted
that His followers would endure persecution for their devotion
to Him. (See Mark 13:9–13; John 16:2.)

The vision disclosed by the fifth seal includes several mean-
ingful details. John saw the souls of the martyrs under the altar
(Rev. 6:9). (See Rev. 8:5 and 14:18 for other references to
heaven’s altar.) Within the God-ordained Old Testament worship,
blood of sacrificed animals was poured out at the base of the

WORDS FROM WESLEY

Revelation 6:9

And when he opened the fifth seal—As the four former seals, so
the three latter have a close connection with each other. These all
refer to the invisible world; the fifth to the happy dead, particularly
the martyrs; the sixth to the unhappy; the seventh to the angels,
especially those to whom the trumpets are given. And I saw—Not
only the church warring under Christ, and the world warring under
Satan, but also the invisible hosts both of heaven and hell, are
described in this book. And it not only describes the actions of both
these armies upon earth, but their respective removals from earth,
into a more happy or more miserable state, succeeding each other
at several times, distinguished by various degrees, celebrated by
various thanksgivings; and also the gradual increase of expectation
and triumph in heaven, and of terror and misery in hell. (ENNT)
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altar. (See Lev. 17:11–14.) The fact that John’s vision included
the saints under the altar (Rev. 6:9) likely indicates that God
sees the sacrifice of their lives as an offering to Him. The NIV
text does not use the word martyrs in its description of those
who had been slain, but the Greek word behind their testimony
(martyrian) gives us the English word martyr.

John heard the martyrs crying out to God, asking when He
would punish those who opposed His people. Their prayer echoes
the anguish of the psalmist (Ps. 79:5–10). The opponents are
described as the inhabitants of the earth (Rev. 6:10), a phrase
occurring frequently in Revelation to describe those who reject
God’s ways. (See 3:10; 8:13; 11:10; 13:8, 12; 17:2, 8.) Perhaps
in a search for justice, the martyrs’ patience was running low, but

WORDS FROM WESLEY

Revelation 6:11

And there was given to every one a white robe—An emblem
of innocence, joy, and victory, in token of honour and favourable
acceptance. And it was said to them—They were told how long.
They were not left in that uncertainty, that they should rest—
Should cease from crying. They rested from pain before, a time—
This word has a peculiar meaning in this book, to denote which
we may retain the original word chronos. Here are two classes of
martyrs specified, the former killed under heathen Rome, the latter
under papal Rome. The former are commanded to rest, till the latter
are added to them. There were many of the former in the days of
John: the first-fruits of the latter died in the thirteenth century. Now
a time or chronos is 1111 years. This chronos began A. C. 98, and
continued to the year 1209; or from Trajan’s persecution, to the
first crusade against the Waldenses, Till—It is not said, immedi-
ately after this time is expired, vengeance shall be executed: but
only, that immediately after this time, their brethren and fellow-
servants will come to them. This event will precede the other, and
there will be some space between. (ENNT)
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even so, they respectfully recognized the One to whom they
appealed as the Sovereign Lord of holiness and truth. 

How did God respond to the martyrs’ plea? In action and with
a promise. John saw each of the martyrs receiving a white robe
(v. 11). Throughout Revelation, such garments denote God’s
favor and purity. (See 3:5, 18; 4:4; 7:9, 13; 19:14.) God would
in His time cause the evil to receive punishment for their crimes,
but that time had not yet come. God held a plan that would work
out for the best, even if not immediately, and even if not pre-
venting the pain of other disciples.

The Opening of the Sixth Seal (Rev. 6:12–14)
This portion of John’s extended vision continued as the Lord

Jesus opened a sixth seal. What did the opening of this seal reveal?
The day of God’s wrath (6:17). The day the martyrs pled for, when
God would avenge the suffering of His faithful servants. To por-
tray this horror, the vision God gave John included what original
readers would have recognized as the common symbols of the end
of time. What dread pictures did God employ? Should we take
these pictures literally? Perhaps. Would God use other pictures if
we were communicating the end of time to twenty-first-century
readers? Perhaps.
A great earthquake (v. 12). Old Testament prophets had por-

trayed God visiting the earth or the end of time in terms of great
shattering of the earth. (See Ex. 19:18; Isa. 2:19; Amos 8:8; Ezek.
38:19; Joel 2:10, 31; Hag. 2:6.) The greatest of prophets also
mentioned coming earthquakes (Matt. 24:7). 

Darkening of the sun and moon (Rev. 6:12). (Compare Amos
8:9; Isa. 13:13; 50:3; Ezek. 32:7; 38:19; Joel 2:31.) Jesus used this
imagery as well in Matthew 24:29. The reference to sackcloth
made of goat hair (Rev. 6:12) may indicate the best quality sack-
cloth, dense enough to cover even the light of the sun. A moon of
blood red color would hardly be visible in the night sky.
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The falling of the stars (v. 13). Apocryphal books (with
which the first readers of Revelation would have been familiar)
used this image frequently. It appears also in the Old Testament
and Gospels. (See Isa. 34:4; Nah. 3:12; Matt. 24:29.) Those
experiencing simultaneous shaking of the earth and total dark-
ness would freeze in terror. The steadiness of the earth and the
light that enables vision—two elements all people have taken
for granted—would be removed.

The sky . . . rolling up . . . like a scroll (v. 14). (Compare
Isa. 34:4; Ps. 102:25–26.) Picture spreading out a tightly rolled
document. If you were then to let it go, it would spring back into
its original position. 
Every mountain and island disappearing (v. 14). (Compare

Jer. 4:24; Nah. 1:5.) We may perhaps connect this tragedy with
the earthquakes. When God comes to judge, nothing outside
himself can be considered secure.

The Response of Earth’s People (Rev. 6:15–17)
When God reveals His wrath on evil, ordinary people (slave and

free man [v. 15]) will run for shelter. But even those who depend
on their position or possessions for security will find themselves
defenseless. As people in Noah’s day climbed as high as they could
to escape the rising waters, others in the time of God’s judgment
will seek the best shelter they can find. In the first century, people
would have run for caves (v. 15). (Compare the caves near the Dead
Sea where ancient Jews hid scrolls that would remain safe for nearly
two thousand years.) In the horror of John’s vision, people preferred
immediate death (mountains and rocks [v. 16] falling on them) to
the prospect of prolonged suffering. (For Old Testament foreshad-
owing of this fear, see Isa. 13:6, 8; Zeph. 1:14; Joel 2:1, 11; Hos.
10:8.) From what and whom would these people be fleeing? The
wrath of the Lamb (v. 16)—the Lamb whose anger melts into love
when sinners turn and run to Him, rather than away from Him.
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DISCUSSION
No matter how we may individually interpret some of the

images or events described in Revelation, we can learn important
lessons. 

1. What do you believe is the source of these four destructive
horses? Do they originate with God, the sinful world, or the
Enemy? 

2. What does the Lamb’s power to unleash the four horses
tell you about God’s control of human events?

3. What interpretations have you heard for white horse? What
signs of its activity are apparent today?

4. How are the red and black horses traditionally interpreted?
What signs of its activity are apparent today?

5. How is the pale horse traditionally interpreted? What signs
of its activity are apparent today?

6. Have you ever wondered how long it will be until God
finally judges the injustice on earth? Do the events described here
give you more or less confidence that God’s justice will come
“soon”?

7. What do you think we should be doing while we wait for
God’s justice to appear? Ignoring injustice? Working to bring
justice? Simply waiting? 

8. How do you know you are ready to stand before God and
be judged?

PRAYER
Dear God, our mighty and fearsome Father in heaven, vengeance

is Yours alone, but by Your grace You are slow to anger. Give even
more time to those who hate You, so that they may turn from their
wicked ways, repent, and cast themselves upon Your mercy. 
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